Summary: Technological advances have led to a proliferation of structured big-data that is often collected and stored in a distributed manner. Examples include climate data, social networking data, crime incidence data, and biomedical imaging. We are specifically motivated to build predictive models for multi-subject neuroimaging data based on each subject's brain imaging scans. This is an ultra-high-dimensional problem that consists of a matrix of covariates (brain locations by time points) for each subject; few methods currently exist to fit supervised models directly to this tensor data. We propose a novel modeling and algorithmic strategy to apply generalized linear models (GLMs) to this massive tensor data in which one set of variables is associated with locations. Our method begins by fitting GLMs to each location separately, and then builds an ensemble by blending information across locations through regularization with what we term an aggregating penalty. Our so called, Local-Aggregate Model, can be fit in a completely distributed manner over the locations, and thus greatly reduces the computational burden. Furthermore, we propose to select the appropriate model through a novel sequence of faster algorithmic solutions that is similar to regularization paths. We will demonstrate both the computational and predictive modeling advantages of our methods via simulations and an EEG classification problem.
Introduction
to apply machine learning techniques after first reducing the dimension of each subject's brain scan using methods such as principal components or independent components analysis [11, 44] . Some of the dimension reduction methods consider group effects and reconstruct subject-specific images and time courses after concatenating the temporal components [8] ; others apply tensor decomposition methods [3] . While dimension reduction techniques effectively reduce the computational burden of multi-subject modeling, the resulting predictions are not directly interpretable in the original domain. Recently, there has been some interest in fitting supervised models to a tensor of covariates in the statistical literature. The methods of [25, 47, 46] all enforce some form of rank constraints on matrix or tensor coefficients. While low-rank models are a methodological solution to fitting multi-subject models in ultra-high-dimensional settings, these methods are computationally intensive; for example, the method of [46] requires computing repeated singular value decompositions. Furthermore, none of these aforementioned approaches or black-box machine learning methods directly take the strong spatio-temporal dependencies observed in neuroimaging data into account. We seek a method that both naturally deals with a tensor of covariates and also respects the spatio-temporal nature of whole-brain images.
The development of our modeling strategy will be primarily motivated by computational concerns. Fitting statistical learning models to ultra-high-dimensional data such as whole-brain multi-subject neuroimaging data is a major computational hurdle requiring huge amounts of memory (≈ 4GB per subject) and long processing times. A possible way around this is to break up the multivariate problem into a series of smaller problems that can be fit independently. One could imagine fitting a separate statistical model to each brain location (e.g. voxel); for each of these "local" models, we are back in the common framework of a vector of covariates, the time series, for each subject. This has close connections with the "massive univariate analysis" such as the random effects general linear model [16] that is widely used for finding spatial maps of brain activation in fMRI data. Such massive independent analyses can be computed efficiently by using parallel computing such as with Message Passing Interfaces (MPIs) or Graphic Processing Units (GPUs). While these massive univariate frameworks are appealing because their computation can be distributed, they do not result in a unified whole-brain model to predict subject-level attributes. Furthermore, we expect adjacent brain locations (e.g. neighboring fMRI voxels) to be highly correlated. Massively univariate methods then lose important information that can be gained by considering all brain locations through a multivariate model.
We seek to develop a method that has the computational advantages of massively univariate methods, but still directly accounts for the spatio-temporal tensor structure of multi-subject neuroimaging studies. To this end, we develop a framework that fits separate models to each brain location, but then combines these set of local models in an ensemble that blends information across nearby local models through regularization.
In this paper, we make several methodological and computational contributions. Methodologically, we introduce a novel modeling framework for (1) tensor-valued data as (2) an ensemble of local predictions that (3) directly incorporates spatial and temporal information through regularization. As previously mentioned, this framework fits separate models to each location like the massive univariate frameworks, but then blends information across locations using regularization. Our overall ensemble is then the aggregate or sum of all the individual local models with the regularization term serving to both smooth local model coefficients spatially and weight the local models according to their predictive ability. While our so-called Local-Aggregate modeling framework (Section 2) is general, in this paper, we specifically focus on predictive modeling via Generalized Linear Models (GLMs). Because of the unique structure of of our Local-Aggregate model, we can (4) fit this multivariate model in a fully distributed manner (both in terms of computation and more importantly, memory and data storage) via a simple splitting algorithm, a major computational contribution (Section 3). Additionally, our algorithm leads to (5) a novel strategy to speed the model selection process by using what we term an algorithm path as an approximation to computationally involved regularization paths (Section 4). We will show through simulations (Section 5) and a real multi-subject EEG classification problem (Section 6) that our methodological contributions lead to a model with improved predictive performance as well as scientifically more interpretable results, while our computational contributions can dramatically reduce the computational burden of fitting ultra-high-dimensional models.
Methods: Local-Aggregate Modeling
Before we begin, let us review the notation we will use in this paper. Tensors are denoted by X , matrices by X, vectors by x and scalars by x. Sometimes it is necessary to vectorize a matrix: for X of size n × p, vec(X) is of size np × 1; or matricize a tensor along a particular mode: for X of size n × p × q, X (1) is of size n × pq. Outer products between two vectors will be denoted by x • y, and Kronecker products by X ⊗ Y. The vector q -norm is given by || x || q = (
1/q , and the 1 , 2 norm over groups, g ∈ G, is given by g∈G || x g || 2 .
Local Models
Our goal is to develop a modeling framework for predicting a subject-level response based on a three-dimensional tensor array of covariates corresponding to a matrix of predictors for each subject. As we are primarily motivated by modeling multi-subject neuroimaging data such as with fMRI and EEG, we denote our subject-level response as y (n×1) , and our predictors as X n×τ ×L for n independent subjects, τ time points and L brain locations. The subject-level response could be of many types, but for neuroimaging studies we will typically see y ∈ n for continuous behavioral outcomes, or y ∈ {0, 1} n for binary disease categories. Our primary considerations in developing a new multi-subject predictive model are to directly account for the tensor structure of the predictors, the ultra-high-dimensionality of the problem, and the spatiotemporal nature of neuroimaging data. We also seek to structure our model so that estimation is computationally scalable for big-data. To achieve this, we propose to build a multivariate framework based on aggregating a set of univariate building blocks that model each brain location as a separate, independent Generalized Linear Model (GLM). Assume that conditional on the covariates, y is distributed according to an exponential family distribution. Then, we model the conditional mean of y given the covariates locally,
Here, µ l is the local conditional mean, g() is the canonical link function associated with a particular exponential family (e.g. the identity link, g(µ) = µ for the Gaussian distribution, or the logit link, g(µ) = log( µ 1−µ ) for the Bernoulli Distribution), α l ∈ is the local intercept and β l ∈ τ is the local coefficient vector.
Thus, each of our local models follow the construction of classical GLMs [31] . While we will give a fuller comparison and discussion of our modeling strategy in Sections 2.2 and 2.3, we pause to briefly illustrate the consequences of proposing a set of separate local GLMs as opposed to one complete GLM. To fit the latter to multi-subject neuroimaging data, one needs to transform the tensor array of covariates into a matrix. Typically this is done by matricizing the tensor along the subject mode and modeling the time points and locations variables together resulting in an ultra-high-dimensional problem to estimate the regression coefficient [7, 46] :
, where µ = E(y | X ) is the conditional mean responses, α ∈ is the intercept, and B ∈ τ ×L is the coefficient matrix or vec(B) ∈ τ L×1 is the ultra-high-dimensional coefficient vector. Several have proposed to place constraints or model a structured, low-rank coefficient matrix to address this problem [47, 46, 28] , e.g. CP tensor model enforces B = R r=1 α r • β r [46] . In contrast, our local GLM strategy reduces the dimension of each model to τ , yielding a set of lower dimensional problems than the complete GLM approach.
Our local modeling strategy also has consequences in terms of the GLM loss function. While we propose to aggregate an ensemble of local models via regularization, discussed subsequently, we pause to compare loss functions of the complete GLM approach to ours in the simple case of squared error loss associated with Gaussian GLMs. The classical linear regression model and tensor regression methods vectorize the coefficient matrix, resulting in the following loss function:
2 . Due to the order of summation, it is impossible to parallelize optimization of the above loss function across locations. On the other hand, we propose the following location-separable loss function that is the sum of each local model:
, where X l ∈ n×τ is data associated with location l, and the coefficient vectors of the local models {β l ∈ τ : l = 1, . . . , L} form the columns of the coefficient matrix B ∈ τ ×L . Overall, this approach allows us to treat each location as a separate data set and build completely independent models for each location, which leads to a distributable algorithmic strategy for big datasets with many locations.
Aggregating Local Models via Regularization
We propose to build a multivariate predictive modeling framework based on aggregating an ensemble of local models through regularization. The basic idea of what we term the LocalAggregate framework is illustrated through the following optimization problem:
Sum of local GLMs
+λP (B).
Aggregating over locations
Here, () is the GLM loss function, or the negative log-likelihood,
is the matrix collection of local coefficients, λ agg ≥ 0 is a regularization parameter, and P (B) : τ ×L → + is what we term an aggregating penalty. Once we obtain the estimates of all local parameters, we propose to predict the subjectlevel response by taking the average of each of the local predictions:ŷ =
where g −1 () is the inverse link function associated with the exponential family. Minimizing a simple average, however, does not account for the spatial structure of neuroimaging data. Thus, we seek a method of combining our local models in such a way to borrow strength across neighboring locations through the regularization term, P (B).
Aggregating Penalty
One of our key assumptions is that the coefficients of nearby local models are similar, an assumption not explicitly made in our local model setup. We propose to account for this through regularization to ensure that the coefficients of local models, i.e. columns of coefficient matrix, are spatially smooth. Thus, we seek a regularizer that imposes smoothness constraints on the local coefficients using available external spatial information. Popular approaches to achieve spatial smoothness include (1) using the so-called roughness penalty from the functional data analysis and smoothing splines literature (see [39] among others for examples), α
T Ω α, where Ω denotes some difference operator that encourages smoothness on neighboring elements of α; (2) penalizing the differences of coefficients between neighboring locations as in the convex clustering or data fusion literature [10, 22] with P (B) = l<l w ll || β l − β l || q , where q = 1, 2, or ∞, and B is the collection of cluster centroids {β l : l = 1, . . . , L}; or (3) imposing smoothness with respect to a graph structure through the graph penalty, || β || , 23] . In the case where G is the graphical Laplacian (the difference between the degree matrix D and the adjacency matrix A), the graph penalty has the appealing interpretation of regularizing pairwise differences between coefficients that are adjacent in the graph: [19, 23] . In a similar spirit, we can use either a simple multivariate extension of the quadratic roughness penalty (sum of roughness penalties over all time points):
to encourage group-wise smoothness, where w ll are weights inversely proportional to distances between locations l and l .
Interestingly, under certain conditions, we can show that all three of these possible forms of aggregating penalties are in fact equivalent:
Henceforth, we will denote our aggregating penalty via the following form: P agg (B, G) = tr(B G B T ), noting that we can interpret this penalty function as a roughness penalty as in functional data analysis, a fusion penalty as in convex clustering, as well as a graph penalty in network constrained problems.
We are then left with the task of choosing the weights w l,l , which we wish to be inversely proportional to the distance between locations l and l . Choosing these weights is application specific, but there are two general classes of well studied and employed weighting schemes:
otherwise, where N (l) is the neighborhood of node l. This has been employed when locations are laid out on a regular grid as in fMRI data [37] , or when locations correspond to an existing network structure [19] .
• w l,l = Kern(D l,l , θ), where Kern() is a kernel smoothing function that takes D l,l , the distance between locations l and l . While there are many examples of appropriate kernel smoothers [39] , a commonly employed smoother is the exponential kernel, w l,l = e −D 2 l,l /θ . These types of weights are useful for data where the locations correspond to some irregular physical coordinates, such as channels of EEG or MEG signals.
Overall, our class of aggregating penalties allows us to flexibly aggregate our local models by encouraging spatial smoothness. Using theses regularizers in our Local-Aggregate framework will prove to have a number of advantages as discussed subsequently.
Local-Aggregate Optimization Framework
Now that we have the components of our framework, namely local GLM models and a general form for aggregating penalties, we are ready to put everything together, discuss our optimization framework more generally, and give examples of how this can be used for multi-subject neuroimaging data. In many applications including neuroimaging, each of the local GLMs could be high-dimensional if τ > n. Furthermore, we may have additional external information regarding the covariates X l at each location, (i.e. temporal smoothness for time series in neuroimaging). To address both of these issues, we may wish to place additional regularizers on the coefficients of each local model. Consider a local penalty P loc () :
τ → + placed on the coefficients of the local GLMs in the basic Local-Aggregate framework proposed earlier, (2.1). Our general Local-Aggregate optimization framework illustrated below is then an ensemble of regularized local GLMs with an aggregating penalty: where λ loc ≥ 0 and λ agg ≥ 0 are tuning parameters controlling the amount of local and aggregating regularization respectively.
Example: Local-Aggregate Modeling for Multi-Subject Neuroimaging Data
We pause to discuss some possible forms our Local-Aggregate modeling framework may take for our primary motivating example of multi-subject spatio-temporal neuroimaging data such as with fMRI, EEG or MEG data. As measurements are taken over time in these examples, we also expect the coefficients to be smooth with respect to time. Therefore, we may wish to encourage temporal smoothness through a local quadratic smoothing penalty
where Ω is the second order difference matrix penalizing the squared difference between coefficients at adjacent time points [39] . Additionally, some neuroimaging data consists of many locations; consider fMRI data which has tens of thousands of voxels, not all of which are expected to contribute to subject-level responses [19] . Hence, we may also want to encourage sparsity to select only the relevant locations for prediction purposes [19] . However, since our coefficients at each location, β l are a vector, we cannot simply apply a scalar penalty, such as the 1 norm. Thus, we suggest a group lasso penalty, L l=1 || β l || 2 [15] , which treats coefficients at each location as a group, either zeroing out all elements of β l or letting all elements be nonzero. Also, this group lasso penalty can easily be localized, P sp loc (β l ) = || β l || 2 , as it is separable in locations. Putting everything together, we have the following example of Local-Aggregate optimization framework for neuroimaging data:
where λ sm loc ≥ 0 and λ sp loc ≥ 0 are local tuning parameters, and the choice of G depends on the spatial information of the specific imaging modality as discussed in Section 2.2.1.
Comparison and Discussion of Modeling Framework
Our framework makes some key modeling assumptions that are distinct from other commonly used or proposed models for multi-subject neuroimaging or more generally for predictive models with tensor covariates. We compare and contrast our models to the existing literature by discussing five key advantages of our approach. 1) Predictive power of ensembles. The idea of ensemble learning is simple: combine strengths of multiple base models to build a set of models with better predictive accuracy. Some examples of such learning techniques include: Bayesian model averaging [38] , stacking [43] , bagging [5] , random forests [6] , and boosting [14] . Most of these existing ensemble learning methods use sampling schemes to create a diverse set of base models for the same data set.
Our ensemble of local models, on the other hand, uses separate local data, X l , for each base model and hence there is no need for computationally-intensive sampling schemes. Our ensemble can be thought of as letting each location get a vote as to the subject-level response and then taking the majority vote. All votes are not necessarily equal, however, as the aggregating penalty, P agg (B, G) shrinks the local coefficient vectors, thus automatically weighting them by their predictive power.
2) Lower-dimensional problem. Dealing with tensor-valued covariates is challenging. Classical machine learning methods often vectorize the coefficient matrix, B, resulting in an ultrahigh-dimensional problem due to the massive amount of temporal and spatial variables. Others seek to reduce the problem dimension by imposing rank-constraints on the coefficient matrix, such as in tensor regression methods of [28, 46, 47] . These methods, however, require a tensor decomposition procedure at each step of the algorithm, which is computationally intensive when the the variable size increases. Our Local-Aggregate framework, on the other hand, seamlessly translates the tensor problem to a matrix problem by building L separate local models; we can thus expect better statistical efficiency to estimate each of our local models. Our method is also computationally highly scalable: as the number of locations, L increases, the complexity of our local models remains the same.
3) Spatial-temporal smoothness. Our Local-Aggregate modeling framework directly accounts for the spatio-temporal structure of the data by encouraging both spatial and temporal coefficient smoothness, thus yielding more interpretable results. This is similar to the two-way smoothing penalizes used in the context of dimensional reduction by [24, 1] and MEG signal reconstruction by [41] . 4) Location selection. Our Local-Aggregate modeling framework can select the predictive locations in a data-driven manner through the group lasso penalty, which shrinks the predictions at non-informative locations towardsȳ, and hence our prediction is not affected by summing over non-informative locations. 5) Parallelizable Algorithm. Distributed storage and computation is crucial to big-data modeling, especially when the data is too large to fit into one computer's memory. However, few statistical algorithms are able to distribute data storage and memory at the same time. Our Local-Aggregate modeling framework is intrinsically primed for parallel computing as the only non-separable term is the aggregating penalty.
Algorithm
Our primary goal is to build a scalable modeling and algorithmic strategy for structured big-data with many locations. Notice that as our objective function (2.2) is jointly convex in B and α, there are many potential optimization strategies that enable parallel computing; however, many of these do not allow for distributed memory and data storage. We desire a highly-parallelizable algorithm that permits distributed data storage and memory with minimal message passing between the computing nodes. To achieve this, we turn to the Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) optimization strategy.
Local-Aggregate ADMM
To develop our Local-Aggregate ADMM algorithm, we begin with no local intercept α l to match the classical ADMM framework outlined in [4] :
We will show how to deal with local intercepts through a specific neuroimaging example later in this section. In order to apply ADMM to our Local-Aggregate modeling framework, we first create a copy Z ∈ τ ×L to substitute the modeling coefficient matrix B in the aggregating penalty so that we can split the original problem (3.1) into the local models and the aggregating term. Then we require an additional constraint B = Z to ensure the two copies are the same:
The subproblems are solved by minimizing the augmented Lagrangian of (3.2) with respect to B and its copy Z independently:
where U ∈ T ×L is the dual variable, and ρ > 0 is the an algorithm parameter. The solutions to the subproblems are then coordinated via a dual update procedure to find the global solution. Thus, the three key steps to solving our Local-Aggregate model via ADMM are as follows:
We are fitting regularized GLMs to each location, for which many well-studied optimization algorithms exist [13, 36] . If the local penalty is smooth, such as with a temporal roughness penalty, we can apply a fast Newton algorithm to solve the B-subproblem, which achieves at least quadratic convergence rate. If the local penalty is non-smooth, we then employ the proximal gradient method, which guarantees at least O(1/k) convergence rate under the assumption of convex loss functions (at least one being strongly convex) [35] . Once the local regression information from previous B updates is gathered, the aggregating penalty enforces smoothness of coefficients over neighboring locations, thereby enabling communication among all locations. The Z-subproblem is in charge of collecting the local coefficients and blending structural information across nearby locations through the spatial smoothness penalty, P agg (B, G). The smoother structural information is then again distributed to all locations for the next dual update step. The dual variable U tracks the progress of the algorithm as B is squeezed closer to Z until the equality constraint is satisfied. The dual update step plays an important role of coordinating B and Z towards the global solution: as the algorithm converges, U goes to 0, and Z approaches B.
Note that as the augmented Lagrangian (3.3) is separable in locations, we can solve the ensemble of separate local models (β l -subproblems) completely in parallel. Another major computational advantage of our algorithm is its distributed data storage and minimal message passing among computing nodes. To start with, we send the response y and the local covariates X l to each computing node l to compute the β l updates, which will be collected to solve the Z subproblem, then we only need to pass back the new z l 's, as all other variables are local.
Finally, the dual variable update step is completely local and requires no message passing.
Convergence Analaysis
Our Local-Aggregate ADMM is guaranteed to converge: Theorem 3.1. (Extension of a result from [4] ) Under the following assumptions, (a) () :
T ×L → , P loc () : T → + and P agg () : T ×L → ∪{+∞} are closed, proper and convex, (b) ρ, λ loc , λ agg ∈ + fixed, the ADMM iterates satisfy the following convergence: 1) Residual con-
where U * is a dual optimal point scaled by ρ.
The convergence of the algorithm hinges upon the convexity of the GLM loss function and the penalty functions. As all GLMs with canonical link functions are convex, and many commonly used penalty functions, e.g. lasso, ridge, elastic net, group lasso, are all convex functions, we have a very flexible choice of local GLMs and local penalty functions, and hence our Local-Aggregate ADMM algorithm is suitable for many applied statistical problems.
The convergence rate of our Local-Aggregate ADMM is known to be O(1/k), i.e. the convergence rate of ADMM [12] , which can be further accelerated by using a variable penalty parameter ρ depending on the algorithm progress (how fast B is pushed towards Z) [4] . We also develop a self-adaptive vectorized penalty parameter updating scheme which takes into account the difference in convergence speeds among all time points and automatically selects appropriate ρ for each time point. This further accelerates the algorithm and is described in detail in the supplementary material.
Local-Aggregate ADMM Example: Multi-Subject Neuroimaging Data
To illustrate the details of our algorithm framework, we study our neuroimaging inspired problem (2.3), for binary classification with local logistic loss functions. (This is also the model we employ for an EEG classification example in Section 6). Let x il = X (i,:,l) ∈ τ denote measurements for subject i taken at location l, and y ∈ n denote subject-level responses, we then have the following neuroimaging classification problem:
However, as the classical ADMM algorithm only allows for two coupled sets of variables [9] , we need to transform the above problem into the Local-Aggregate ADMM framework with no local intercepts through reparametrization. Let
denote the proximal operator of 2 norm [45] , let f (β l ) denote the smooth part of the local loss function, and let r = β l − z l denote the primal residual, and s = z k+1 − z k denote the dual residual. Then, ignoring the sign for notational convenience, the Local-Aggregate ADMM for solving this classification problem (B.1) is outlined by Algorithm 1. (We formally prove the equivalence of the reparametrized ADMM framework to the original problem and its convergence rate in the supplementary material.)
Overall, we have developed a highly-parallelizable ADMM algorithm with distributed memory and data storage, minimal message passing, and fast convergence speed, all of which are well suited for our Local-Aggregate optimization framework for multi-subject neuro-imaging data with many locations.
Model Selection: Local-Aggregate Algorithm Path
We have carefully developed a fast, completely parallelizable algorithm for Big-Data problems. In practice, however, often the most computationally intensive part of fitting statistical machine learning models is not fitting at a single regularization parameter, λ, but instead performing model selection by considering a sequence of λ's. Typically, one considers a grid of λ = {λ = 0, . . . , λ max } and minimizes a selection criteria such as BIC, AIC, GCV at each λ, or employs sampling schemes such as CV or stability selection at each λ. For our problem, repeatedly fitting 50-100 models (or more for re-sampling) is computationally infeasible. Thus, we consider a completely novel yet effective approach to model selection.
First, for our Local-Aggregate modeling framework, notice that we can select any λ loc completely separately for each location in parallel. Thus we are left with how to choose the aggregating penalty, λ agg , which cannot be done in a parallel manner. Our goal is to develop a computationally efficient method to select the correct amount of smoothing over locations. Let us start with a simulated linear regression example: suppose we have a chain graph of L = 10 locations, n = 100 subjects, and τ = 20 time points. The classical regularization path is computed along λ agg = 0, . . . , 10; the entire path of solutions is shown at L = 1, 5, and 10 in top panel of Figure 1 . The regularization path of our Local-Aggregate modeling framework {B(λ agg ) : 0 < λ agg < ∞} starts from λ agg = 0, i.e. completely independent local GLMs, to λ agg = λ max , some large value giving the extreme smoothness over locations. The parameter λ agg controls the amount of smoothing over locations: as λ agg increases, there is increased smoothness over locations.
If we take a closer look at the iterates of our Local-Aggregate ADMM algorithm (where we set λ agg = λ max ) plotted in the bottom panel of Figure 1 , we see that the iterates of our algorithm look very similar to the regularization path for different λ values. In particular, for almost allB(k) (B estimates at iterate k of the ADMM algorithm), there exits some correspondinĝ B(λ j ) in the regularization path that precisely matchesB(k). This observation makes sense considering how our Local-Aggregate ADMM algorithm progresses. Namely, at iteration 1, we start with Z = 0, giving no smoothness and a fully local solution for B. Thus at iteration 1, B(k) is equal to the regularization path forB(λ j = 0). As the ADMM algorithm progresses, B(k) gets squeezed towards the overly smoothed Z, meaning that at each subsequent iteration, more smoothness is induced. This occurs until finally the ADMM algorithm converges to the solution at λ agg = λ max , meaning thatB(k = K final ) =B(λ j = λ max ). While we have observed this correspondence between our ADMM iterates and the regularization path over a grid of λ's in the simulation in Figure 1 as well as all other empirical investigations, proving such equivalence is beyond the score of this paper; we hope to investigate this formally in future work. Hence based on our empirical observations, we propose the so-called Local-Aggregate Algorithm Path, which approximates the solutions to the regularization path over a range of λ's with the iterates of our local-aggregate ADMM algorithm with fixed tuning parameter at λ agg = λ max . The difference between the regularization path and the local-aggregate algorithm path is illustrated as follows:
• Regularization Path Given a sequence of regularization parameters λ N = λ max > · · · > λ j > · · · > λ 1 = 0, we solve a sequence of minimization problems corresponding to each λ k and obtain {B(λ j ) : j = 1, · · · , N }.
• Algorithm Path Given the fixed regularization parameter λ agg = λ max , we solve one minimization problem and take the series of algorithm iterates as our solution path: {B(k) : k = 1, · · · , K}, where K is the number of iterations.
While the grid search method evaluates the optimization problem over a sequence of λ j 's, our local-aggregate algorithm path approximates the solutions as the iterates generated by one run of algorithm without tuning the regularization parameter λ agg . The computational cost is thus greatly reduced: namely, from solving N optimization problems to solving just one problem.
Model Selection via Local-Aggregate Algorithm Path
If we employ M-fold cross-validation along with the regularization path to select the optimal model, the computational cost is huge: we need to solve a sequence of N minimization problems for all M cross-validated folds, totaling M × N model fits. However, if we combine the idea of the Local-Aggregate algorithm path with cross-validation (Algorithm 2), the number of model fits is cut down to only M:
Unlike traditional model selection methods, which seek to choose a λ * , our proposed model selection strategy chooses the correct model from one of the algorithm iterates. While we have not formally proven this, we conjecture that our algorithm iterates correspond to the solution at a specific λ value, and thus our model selection procedure is equivalent to M-fold CV. Overall, our algorithm path and model selection procedure represent a completely novel approach that offer substantial computational savings for Big-Data. 4. Average the CV errors over M folds, and obtain the CV error curve across iterates of the algorithm.
5. Pick the optimal iteration K opt that has the minimum CV error.
Simulation
To better understand the performance of our Local-Aggregate modeling framework, and how it compares with the classical methods, we present a series of simulated examples inspired by neuroimaging data. The true spatial-temporal signal 
Regression simulation
For our regression simulation, the response variable is generated as the sum of responses from local models: y = X ⊗ B + , for iid ∼ N (0, 1). We compare our method to: the Lasso, Ridge, Elastic Net, and nuclear-norm regularized tensor regression method [47] . Since the classical regression methods take vectors as covariates, the time series by locations are vectorized. We demonstrate our findings in three examples. First, we simulate data with differing numbers of locations, keeping the rank of the spatial-temporal signal the same. Second, we compare methods for different ranks of B o with fixed numbers of locations, L = 100. Third, we explore how the amount of temporal-spatial correlation in the covariates affects the performance of different methods for the case of L = 100, and rank(B o ) = 2.
We present simulation results for fifty replicates and compare the various methods in terms of both prediction accuracy and signal recovery. We use mean squared error (MSE) as the criterion for prediction error, and to evaluate signal recovery, we use MSE of the estimated coefficient matrix, || B − B o || 2 , as well as the true/false positive rates of the non-zero location detection. 5.1.1 Number of Locations. Our first set of simulations varies the number of locations: L = 25, 64, 100, 144. The results shown in Table 1 (top) demonstrate that our Local-Aggregate modeling framework outperforms other methods when the number of locations is large. Note that as p = L × τ = 28800 n = 100, this represents an ultra-high-dimensional problem, and the performance of other methods in terms of prediction error declines as L increases. The better performance of our Local-Aggregate modeling framework when L is large can be easily explained: as the number of base models increases, our ensemble is able to predict the subjectlevel response more accurately. Additionally, when L is large, more external spatial information is brought into the modeling framework, therefore we expect more accurate predictive results. 5.1.2 Signal Complexity. Now we investigate the behavior of our method under different signal complexity with the same number of locations and sparsity. The signal complexity is simulated as the ranks of the original signal B o . In the rank 2 case, the spatial signal has two major areas of interest, and the corresponding temporal signals are generated by 200 equally spaced time points following the cosine curves cos(2π) and cos(4π), within [0, 1). We use sinusoids of slightly different frequencies at the locations in the same non-zero area to generate higher rank signals. As demonstrated in Table 1 (middle), our method performs well for complex, higher-rank signals. Other regularized regression methods give declining performance for complex signals. 5.1.3 Amount of Spatio-Temporal Correlation.We compare the following three cases: regression covariates with no spatio-temporal correlation, i.e. , X i iid ∼ N (0, I ⊗ I), small spatio-temporal correlation (θ T = 100, θ L = 1), and large spatio-temporal correlation (θ T = 200, θ L = 2). Table 1 (bottom) shows that when there is no correlation in the data, our method suffers in terms of feature selection, while Lasso and Elastic Net can detect some non-zero locations. Note that all methods have about the same true and false positive rates when there is no correlation in the data, which indicates that the non-zero locations are chosen at random as expected. When we have highly correlated data, our Local-Aggregate modeling framework has the best prediction error and signal recovery as we directly account for the spatio-temporal structure of the data.
We have also conducted a similar series of classification simulations with differing numbers 
Case Study: EEG Data
We demonstrate the utility of our methods for modeling multi-subject neuroimaging data through a case study on Electroencephalography (EEG). We use a well-studied data set from http://kdd.ics.uci.edu /datasets/eeg/eeg.data.html. The data set consists of 122 subjects with 77 alcoholics and 45 controls. We study the single-stimulus EEG recordings averaged over 120 trials while subjects were shown an image. The resulting data set consists of 122 subjects by 57 channels by 256 time points forming our predictor tensor X . The objective is to use this multi-subject EEG data to predict the binary response, y, indicating the subject's alcoholic status. We apply our logistic Local-Aggregate model to this data as specified in (2.3). For our local penalties, we employ the group lasso penalty to induce sparsity in the brain locations and penalize the second differences of the times series to enforce temporal smoothness. To construct the smoothing matrix of our aggregating penalty, G, we use spherical distances between the locations of the electrodes on the scalp. Specifically, if D is the distance matrix of polar distances, then we define the spatial kernel smoothing matrix as w ij = exp −D ij /θ (here, we take θ = .1),
and G = deg(W) − W the Laplacian of W. We select the λ loc locally via CV, and use CV via Algorithm Path to select the optimal overall model. We compare the prediction accuracy of our method to that of other competing classification techniques using 5-fold cross-validation. Specifically, we train all methods on 4/5 of the subjects and predict the class labels of the remaining 1/5, repeating this process for all five folds. The average misclassification rates along with standard errors are given in Table 3 . We compare our Local-Aggregate model using logistic regression to standard classification methods such as the linear SVM, logistic lasso, and logistic elastic net, as well as the tensor regression method [46] . Cross-validation was used to select all tuning parameters for all methods. Results reveal that our method performs best in terms of classification accuracy. We expect this better prediction accuracy of our method as it is in fact an ensemble of local models, and fully exploits the spatio-temporal structure of the EEG data.
One major motivation of our approach is to achieve more scientifically interpretable results. To this end, we investigate the coefficients, B, estimated via our procedure as well as that of competitors in Figure 2 . Note that B is a τ × L matrix of times series by locations. Hence, we plot all 57 times series (rows of B) in the top and right portions of Figure 2 along with five representative scalp maps (columns of B). Notice that due to the ultra high-dimensionality of the data, the elastic net (top right) estimates overly sparse coefficients; on the other hand, the low-rank constraint of tensor regression (bottom right) results in highly variable coefficients. Our method, however, results in interpretable coefficients, as also seen by the time series arrayed on the scalp map (bottom left). Our method finds that alcoholics exhibited lower neuro activity compared to controls in the posterior right and left hemispheres, where the visual cortex lies. Adding regularization terms to enforce smoothness over the brain locations and time series results in less coefficient variability, and thus more interpretable results. Moreover, our algorithm path selects a better model with the proper amount of smoothing over brain locations. Also notice, that by encouraging sparsity through a group-lasso penalty, our method estimates zeros for several portions of the anterior brain indicating that these areas do not exhibit any difference in electrical activity between alcoholics and controls.
Overall, this case study on EEG data has demonstrated the strengths of our Local-Aggregate modeling framework, namely improved predictive accuracy and more interpretable scientific results.
Discussion
We have proposed a novel Local-Aggregate Modeling framework that translates an ultra-highdimensional tensor problem into an ensemble of local matrix problems of lower dimensions via regularization. Our Local-Aggregate Modeling framework directly accounts for the spatiotemporal structure of the data through a flexible choice of local penalties and an aggregating penalty that incorporates external spatial information into the modeling framework. From a computational perspective, our highly parallelizable Local-Aggregate ADMM algorithm allows for both distributed memory and data storage, as well as a novel model selection strategy, the Local-Aggregate algorithm path, which chooses the correct model from one of the algorithm iterates, thus greatly reduces the computational burden of model selection. Overall, our Local-Aggregate modeling framework and algorithmic strategy allow us to fit predictive models for large-scale multi-subject neuroimaging data in a fully distributed manner with improved prediction accuracy and scientifically more interpretable coefficients.
While we have presented an application to EEG data, our methods are ideally suited to predictive models for multi-subject fMRI data. With fMRI data, there are many more locations with often hundreds of thousands of voxels. Based on our experimental results, our ensemble yields even better results when the number of locations increase. Applications to fMRI data are thus a promising area of future research. On the computational side, our algorithmic framework is conducive to massive parallel computing via GPUs, for example. Finally statistically, we have introduced a completely novel approach to model selection via the ADMM algorithm path. While empirically we have shown that these well approximate regularization paths, much more work is needed to theoretically study these paths.
In conclusion, our work on Local-Aggregate modeling framework of modeling tensor-valued data has many implications and has opened new possibilities for research both methodologically and in application to high-dimensional tensor data and model selection. Figure A.1 illustrates the coefficient matrix B from the regression simulation example in the paper. We can see that our Local-Aggregate modeling framework correctly selects the locations and achieves locally smooth temporal coefficients at the same time. On the other hand, lasso over-sparsifies the coefficients both in the spatial and temporal domain, regularized tensor regression cannot perform feature selection in the spatial domain.
A.2 Algorithm Path
We can see in Figure A .2 that the initial, optimal, final models match exactly for the algorithm path and regularization path, and the spatial differences diminished. 
However, as the ADMM algorithm only allows for two coupled sets of variables, we need to transform the above problem into the Local-Aggregate ADMM framework with no local intercepts through reparametrization. Let
we then have an ADMM framework with only 2 variables:
subject to S B = Z .
(B.2)
Ignoring the sign for notational convenience, the augmented Lagrangian of (B.2) is now given by
3) is equivalent to solving the original problem (B.1)
with local intercept term α l .
Recall that we need to solve the B-subproblem, Z-subproblem, and then update the dual variable iteratively in order to solve this ADMM optimization framework.
We employ the proximal gradient method to solve the local penalized logistic regression as there is a non-smooth local penalty || β l || 2 . Also, the Z-subproblem has an analytical solution:
Note that the matrix inverse (2λ agg G + ρ I L ) −1 can be precomputed and since G is often sparse, the matrix inversion can be done quickly using fast algorithms [27] .
C Convergence Accelerators for Local-Aggregate ADMM Algorithm
The stopping criterion of ADMM algorithms typically depend the norm of the primal and dual residuals [4, 42, 2] . We take the stopping criterion to be || r || < pr and || s || < dual for some pr , dual > 0 as suggested in [4] . Additionally, the parameter ρ > 0 is taken as fixed throughout the algorithm as recommended by [4] . Under the assumptions of convex GLM loss and penalties and fixed ρ, the convergence of the algorithm is ensured, and the convergence rate is O(1/k) [29, 12, 18] , where k is the iteration number. This convergence speed is still too slow for the purpose of big data modeling, and can be very computationally expensive, for example, it would require at least 1000 iterations even for a rough accuracy of 1e-3. Therefore we need to further speed up the convergence of the algorithm, and cut down the number of iterations to within hundreds. The convergence of the ADMM can be improved by adapting the parameter ρ to the magnitude of primal and dual residuals across iterations and thereby reduces the dependency on the initial choice of the penalty parameter. [4, 21, 20] have proposed the following adaptive penalty parameter scheme that tries to keep the norms of primal redisudal (r = B − Z) and dual residual (s k = Z k − Z k−1 ) within a certain factor of each other as they both converge to zero:
, where the two multipliers τ incr , τ decr control the acceleration of convergence: the larger τ incr , τ decr are, the faster the ADMM converges. One common choice may be τ incr = τ decr = 2 and µ = 10.
Other approaches include monotonic increasing or decreasing ρ updates [21] , which depend a lot on the starting values of ρ; while the self-adaptive updating scheme automatically adjust for the starting value of ρ. However, these schemes do not respect the spatio-temporal structure of the data and slow convergence at one time point or location may encumber the overall convergence speed.
We propose a new technique with self-adaptive penalty parameters that fully respect the complex data structure. We can further speed up the convergence by taking account of the temporal structure of the data: instead using one scalar-value ρ for all time points and locations, we use different ρ t at each time point. The temporal measurements of neuroimaging data often spike at times when stimulus are given to a subject. Hence given the same step size ρ, the convergence in the activation period is slower than in non-activation period because of the larger residuals. By forcing the convergence speed to be relatively faster at time points of larger primal residuals, and relatively slower at time points of larger dual residuals, we obtain more balanced convergence speeds over all time points.
tl is the dual residual at time point t. We switch to fixed ρ updating scheme, i.e., τ incr = τ decr = 1 after K = 1000 iterations. In order to coordinate convergence speeds at different time points, we propose a new Augmented Lagrangian for the Local-Aggregate modeling framework:
The Z-subproblem, therefore, no longer has a simple least squares solution in the vector ρ case.
Lemma C.1. The solution of the Z-updates of the Local-Aggregate ADMM is equivalent to the
which is in the form of the Sylvester equation A X + X B = C. The Sylvester equation does not have an analytical solution when the rank of either A or B is greater than 1.
Since there is no analytical solution [40] , a MATLAB numerical solver lyap is used. The Local-Aggregate ADMM with the new self-adaptive vectorized ρ penalty parameter is guaranteed to converge, as shown in Theorem C.2.. We also provide a proof of this theorem in Section E.
As shown in Figure C .3, our self-adaptive vectorized ρ updating scheme yields the fasted monotonic convergence (approximately half of the number of iterations of scalar self-adaptive ρ scheme). The self-adaptive scalar ρ updating scheme is faster in the initial fast-decay stage (the first 5 iterations), and then slows down due to the difference in convergence speeds among time points. The fixed ρ scheme is the slowest amongst all, and depends on the choice of ρ value. Hence, our self-adaptive vectorized ρ updating scheme yields the best convergence performance due to its consideration of the spatio-temporal structure of the data.
To prove convergence of our vector adaptive ρ, we write in general form:
Algorithm 3 Local-Aggregate Algorithm with Self-Adaptive Vector ρ
Algorithm 3 then can be put into the following form, letting H = diag(ρ), f (Z) and g(Z) are proper, closed, convex functions.
We first make a basic assumption so that the problem have an optimal solution with finite objective value. Assumption 1. Problem C.2 admits a Lagrangian saddle point, i.e., there exist B * ∈ dom f, Z * ∈ dom g and V * such that X * = B * and f (B 
produced by the alternating direction method :
(i) {B k , Z k } converges, and the limit satisfies the constraints of (C.2)
(ii) {f (X k ), g(Z k )} converges to the optimal value of the objective function for problem (C.2).
(iii) {H k V k } converges to an optimal dual multiplier for problem (C.2). Since Assumptions 1, 2 and 3 are all satisfied, our Local-Aggregate algorithm converges. Although there is currently no theoretical proof of a faster convergence speed for the adaptive penalty parameter, the convergence speed is empirically improved as illustrated in Figure C 
D Classification Simulation
We will further explore the performance of Local-Aggregate modeling framework with classification problems, i.e. with local Logistic loss functions. We use the same simulation setup as previously described in the regression simulations, except we generate the binary response variable y i ∼ Bernoulli(
. We compare our method to the linear support vector machine (SVM), the nuclear-norm regularized tensor logistic regression method [47] , the logistic Lasso and logistic Elastic Net. We will also explore the effect of the number of locations and the rank of the true signal. increases, the prediction accuracy of Local-Aggregate method remains approximately the same while other methods' performance deteriorates. The Local-Aggregate method achieves the best signal recovery as well. The Lasso method over-sparsifies the coefficients due the high dimensionally of the data. We can see that the results are less sensitive to the influence of the number of locations than the regression simulation results, since the response variable only depends on the sign of the linear predictor X ⊗ B.
Signal
Complexity. Now we investigate the behavior of our method under different ranks of the signals given the same number of locations and amount of spatio-temporal correlation. 
E Proofs
Lemma 2.1.
Proof. The augmented Lagrangian of (E.1) is
[4] shows that if f and g are closed, proper, and convex, and the unaugmented Lagrangian L 0 has a saddle point (B * , Z * , V * ), then we have primal residual convergence, i.e., r k = B k − Z k → 0 as k → ∞, dual residual convergence, i.e., s k = ρ(Z k − Z k−1 ) → 0, and also objective convergence,
i.e., p k → p * , where
. [33] further shows that the dual variable V k converges to the dual optimal point V * . The only difference from the proof in [4] and [33] is to define a different Lyapunov function of the algorithm:
The convergence results of relies on proving the following three key inequalities, and the proof details are the same as in [4] and [33] except for the different Q function.
[ρ|| β Proof.
Lemma C.1.
Proof.
∂(γ tr(Z G Z
Setting the gradient to 0 and rearranging terms, we obtain The Z-subproblem is thus reduced to solving the Sylvester equation, where A = diag(ρ), B = 2γ G, and C = diag(ρ)(B + U).
Theorom C.2.
Part (i) of the theorem can be proven by combining part (i) of Lemma E.2 and part (i) of Lemma E.3. Part (ii) of the theorem is proven in part (ii) of Lemma E.2 and part (iii) is proven in part (ii) of Lemma E.3. Part (iv) is a special case of Lemma E.4.
The proof of Theorem C.2. follows from [26] with some minor modification: -the Augmented Lagrangian of the problem (E.1) :
-when proving Lemma E.1. (Lemma 2.5 in [26] ), we use different trick functions
.
